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December 13, 2015 
Being an Indie Writer 

 

 
 

With Sharon Hamilton 

 
Being a best-selling indie author requires more 

than just writing a good book. The essential 
ingredients of marketing, mindset, and engaging 
your readers consume more than half your efforts 
toward becoming successful. You need clear 
goals and unwavering determination, otherwise 
your dream will be DOA. Avoid huge mistakes 
and learn positive techniques from an 
experienced indie author who will discuss a 
plethora of related topics: social media, street 
teams, also-buys, audio books, book signings, 
conventions, foreign translations, designing 
covers, editing, formatting, virtual assistants and 
personal assistants, and the pros and cons of 
having an agent or pursuing a hybrid author 
career. This isn’t a “one size fits all” talk. 

Sharon Hamilton is the NY Times and USA 
Today best-selling author of almost-erotic Navy 
SEAL stories of the SEAL Brotherhood series. 
She has maintained an Amazon top 100 author 
status in romantic suspense since the end of 2012.  

Learn more at authorsharonhamilton.com. 
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Redwood Writers General Meeting 
When:  Sunday, Dec. 13 
Time:   2:30-4:30 p.m. Come at 2 p.m. to register 
  & mingle with other writers.  
Where: Flamingo Resort, Santa Rosa  

  Empire Room 
Cost:     $5/members, $10/nonmembers 
Info:     www.redwoodwriters.org  
 

Want to be kept up to date on Redwood Writers 
events and happenings, contest deadlines and 
more? Check out our calendar at 

redwoodwriters.org/calendar. 

http://authorsharonhamilton.com/
http://www.redwoodwriters.org/
http://redwoodwriters.org/calendar/
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BOARD BUZZ: Confessions of a Blockhead 

By Malena Eljumaily  
 
What exactly is writer's block? Is it a curse, a malady, an excuse? 

Probably a bit of all these with a dash of insecurity added for good 
measure. Dictionary.com defines writer's block as “a usually temporary 
condition in which a writer finds it impossible to proceed with the writing 
of a novel, play, or other work.” Pretty dry and to the point. Where's the 
emotion, the doubt, the despair, the utter self-loathing? 

As you may have guessed, I am one of the millions who has suffered 
from writer's block.  My name is Malena, and I'm a blockhead. It's in 
remission right now, but in the past I have slogged through long, dusty 
periods of drought where I couldn't produce a word, let alone actually sit 
down at my computer. And even when I'd make it to the chair, the blank 
screen with that annoyingly chipper black cursor winking at me non-stop 
would quickly send me off to play another game of Freecell.  It was an 
endless struggle that only got worse as time went on.  I lost the habit of 
writing.  

During that dark time, I attended Bouchercon in San Francisco. It's the 
largest crime fiction convention in the U.S. and attracts fans and writers alike. The panels and presentations 
are usually genre or subject specific—for example, noir, creating suspense, and a discussion about amateur 
sleuths. That year the convention actually had a panel on writer's block. Finally, some advice from the 
experts. But when they all got to talking, the authors admitted that they had never suffered from writer's 
block and couldn't figure out why they were on the panel. They then proceeded to promote their books. It 
was a great conference, but no help for my lingering writing doubt. 

Still, there is a lot of advice out there for the condition. Bird by Bird, by Anne Lamott, is considered the 
bible for blocked writers. Unfortunately, it didn't contain much to help me other than her famous statement 
about allowing yourself to write “shitty first drafts.”   

The book that helped me the most was Unstuck: a Supportive and Practical Guide to Working Through 
Writer's Block, by Jane Anne Staw. The author is a writing coach with lots of experience helping writers get 
writing again. I also benefited from Morning, Noon and Night: Living the Creative Life, by Judy Collins. 
That's right, the singer. Besides having a lovely voice, she is also a very good writer who, like me, 
sometimes can't bring herself to put pen to paper. 

In the end, it was switching genres that cured my 
writer's block. I still struggle with my constant inner 
critic when I write prose—you wouldn't believe what 
she told me about this piece—but for some reason she 
shuts up when I'm writing dialogue. Now I'm a happy 
playwright who no longer worries about the blank 
screen; pages fill up fast with dialogue.  And I figure, if 
I call myself a playwright and dabble in prose, I'll be 
able to keep the writing flowing. After all, not only did I 
finish this piece, but more importantly, I started it. 

  
   
  
 

December Events 
 
Dec. 11:  Redwood Writers Salon 
Dec. 13:  General Meeting 
Dec. 15:  Play Festival Contest Deadline 
Dec. 15:  Non-Fiction Contest Deadline 
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MEMBER IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
 

THONIE HEVRON 

    
 

By Skye Blaine 
 
I met author Thonie Hevron three and a half 

years ago when I was a new Redwood Writers 
member. At the first meeting I attended, she came 
up and introduced herself. Her warmth and interest 
made me feel welcomed and valued. 

The title of her newest novel, Intent to Hold, 
implies the tension you will find in the book. Her 
police procedural is chock full of engaging people 
and plenty of action. Even though the storyline 
includes murder, mayhem, and drug cartels in 
Mexico, the themes of the book are positive: the 
main characters show courage and honesty, even 
under pressure. They back each other up. They 
care beyond the job. They are complicated people I 
enjoyed spending time with. It was hard to put the 
book down to go to bed! 

Each book in the Nick and Meredith series 
takes its title from a section of the penal code: By 
Force or Fear, Intent to Hold, and her upcoming 
novel, Malice of Forethought—powerful, 
memorable titles. At the front of the books, she 
offers the corresponding section of the penal code, 
which sets the tone for her novels.  

Hevron, who was employed in the police field 
for much of her adult life, once experienced 
working for a chief in Southern California with 
questionable ethics. This difficult experience has 
 

flavored her writing life: she writes for cops and 
wants to encourage them to maintain their 
integrity. The end, she says, does not justify the 
means. 

She comes from a writing family. She told me 
that her stepfather, who served in the military 
police and as a deputy US Marshall, provided the 
role model for Nick—an honest, loyal, and 
complex character. 

She explained that she outlines her novel as she 
begins writing, but sometimes a minor character 
hijacks the story, must be heard, and drives her to 
re-envision the plot line. She encourages aspiring 
writers to “keep their butts in the chair” and feels 
it’s a must to join a critique group. 

Even though Hevron is traditionally published 
by a small press, she says she still has to do a lot 
of marketing: interviews, blog posts twice a week, 
cold-calling police officer associations, speaking 
engagements on process, and readings. 

To find out more about Thonie Hevron, visit 
her website: www.thoniehevron.com. 

 

http://www.thoniehevron.com/
http://pinterest.com/redwoodwriters.com�
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Meet Me On The Bridge 
By Jasmine Belén 

 
Traveling through valleys sprinkled with golden poppies, 
Journeying across white frosted mountains to soar over the churning  
 blue of the sea, 
I cradled this yearning desire to find you 
I’ve built a bridge of poetry, a footpath between the worlds for my  
 never-ending search 
One dreamy night I stumbled upon your golden shrine 
 dangling at the edge of a rose-scented paradise 
I swung my arms in ceremony to the star-studded sky 
 honoring your time-soaked essence resting in my bones 
Deep in the hidden glen where dreamers go 
 the mating song of the Zebra Finch so hauntingly sweet, pierces the air 
 luring my body into rapturous dance 
I melt into rhythm to shadow dance with you and the yesterday that slipped away 
Here on the lofty edge of creation standing in the doorway between the worlds 
I search the bardo and find you tucked in a hidden pocket of the past 
 where memories still hang lushly in their season of ripeness 
I pluck an offering to feed you and quench my own lingering hunger 
 with the bitter sweetness of your memory 
When dark dreams threaten to erase you stand so close that we shadow as one 
As midnight peaks meet me on our sacred bridge under the hallowed moon, 
 rising full over the ridge top 
Soak me with your poetry so I can tarry on 
When nature’s bell tolls for me sing me home, sweet love 
Ride with me on the last breath of the wind 
Twirl me into your golden light    

In Memory of Jasmine Belén 
 

After a short battle with cancer, Jasmine Belenger (known to the writing world as Jasmine Belén, and to 
friends as “Jazzy”), died Friday, November 13, surrounded by her wife and partner of twenty-seven years and 
by a circle of close friends. She was 64 years old.  

Jasmine’s is a valiant survivor’s story.  She hitchhiked to California from Massachusetts as a young girl with 
her young son, Bobby (named for Bobby McGee). Her second son was born in 1979. After raising her sons in 
Santa Rosa with her partner, Jasmine lived through both of her sons’ tragic deaths (one, a murder, the other a 
bicycle accident) and the suicide of her partner’s son soon after that, all of them by the age of 21. She credits 
writing with facilitating her healing, being a salve, and “taking her home.” 

Jasmine, a talented writer and visual artist with a big heart, a strong sense of the mystical, and a wry and 
ready sense of humor, started writing poetry and stories at the age of seven. She returned to writing when she 
joined a memoir class taught by a friend, Suzanne Sherman, in 2005. Since then, she has completed a memoir 
that will be published in 2016. She won the first writing contest she entered, the RWC memoir contest, in 2011, 
and the Tom Howard Contest in 2013. Her poetry and short memoir has been published in the 2013 anthology, 
Times They Were A-Changing, in RWC anthologies in 2013 and 2014, and in the RWC poetry anthology, The 
Beat Goes On. Three of Jasmine’s poems (including the one above) were accepted into the upcoming RWC 
poetry anthology, Stolen Light, that will be published in 2016.  

There will be a memorial for Jasmine on February 13, 2016. Details will be announced in January.  
— Suzanne Sherman 
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Redwood Writers Play Contest and Festival 
 

Redwood Writers has just kicked off its sixth short 
play contest, open to all residents of California. 
Submissions can be made at Redwood Writers website 
(www.redwoodwriters.org) up to the Dec. 15th 
deadline. Winners will be awarded at the February 
membership meeting. 

This has been a special event that not only garners 
our branch positive publicity, but serves as our annual 
fundraiser. Over the last five years, we have raised 
$8390, used toward recruiting monthly speakers and 

enhancing 
workshops and 
contests. It has also introduced our writers to the exciting world of 
theater. 

There will be at least six winning plays selected for full 
production in May in a two-weekend Play Festival at 6th Street 
Playhouse. Each playwright will have the experience of working 
with a director and attending rehearsals, culminating in his or her 
play being produced on stage. 

Opening night is especially fun! Redwood Writers celebrates the 
plays with a fundraising party before the opening curtain. Purchase 
of a ticket to the performance admits you to the party to share great 
food and friendship. Last year everyone enjoyed the ‘Costume 
Booth,’ whereby attendees dressed up in turbans, Grecian robes, and 
feathers to have their photos taken. And, we raised $1800. 

So, write that 10-minute play and submit it to the contest. You 
might be the next Arthur Miller or Edward Albee, or even The Bard!  

Linda L Reid:  LindaLReid100@gmail.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.redwoodwriters.org/
mailto:LindaLReid100@gmail.com
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POETRY PLACE 

 

Festivities  
—Ramona Fillman 
 
We sing our songs in a festive way 
For ages past and yesterday 
With silver bells, sweet chimes and hallelujahs 
 
From vineyard valleys far and wide 
We come together for yule tide 
With season’s cheer: Peace, joy and blessings to ya! 
 
We decorate and share good food 
And give to others as we should 
Light trees and hang the Christmas stockings too ya! 
 
With REVELS and nativities 
We brace the cold with nog and glee 
And hugging since we rarely get to see-ya! 
 
This once a year we all make way 
To gaze upon a child’s ballet 
And see the world through childhood wondering 
eyes, ya! 
 
With resolutions far too clear 
We end and start another year 
God bless us everyone, sing Hallelujah! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Poetry Place is a regular feature in 
the newsletter. Each month a poem 
or two will be selected to be 
printed in the newsletter. Poems 
will be chosen based on the space 
available. Send one poem per 
person. Use 12 point Times New 
Roman font. Shorter poems work 
best. Send poems as a Word 
document and email to Juanita J. 
Martin, Acquisitions Editor. 
freelance@jmartinpoetwriter.com. 
**Note: Poems need to be sent by 
the 10th of the month to be 
included in the following month’s 
issue. - Juanita Martin  

 

Hollow Cave 
—Venus Maher 
 
My chest  
 weighted with sadness 
  is a place of importance. 
 
I ask for its message. 
 The answer echoes strangely; 
 
The tide is going out. 
  Do not fear the hollow cave. 
    Embrace the emptiness. 
 
The tide will return. 
 

Fall in Sonoma County 
—Fran Claggett 
 
cows cluster 
 under live oak trees 
 It is enough 
 the nearness 
 of each other 
 
after the first rain 
 the hills are 
 achingly green 
 I shut my eyes 
 acutely alone 
 
waves of quiet 
 weariness sweep through 
 the redwood trees 
 I sigh into their  
         immovable weight 
 
 

mailto:freelance@jmartinpoetwriter.com
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Redwood Writers Spotlight at Copperfield’s Montgomery Village  

by Thonie Hevron and Billie Payton-Settles 
 
You may think it’s too early to consider settling down in a comfy chair with a steaming mug of tea, eager 

to immerse yourself in a world other than the post-holiday winter doldrums—but it’s not! We are proud to 
announce the 2016 iteration of the Copperfield’s/Redwood Writers Spotlight, formerly known as the book 
club. We have a list of six literary sweets for you to consume over the coming seasons—all listed below. 
And, as if the books weren’t enough to entice you, how about a chat with the authors? You can ask, “How 
did you find this story?” or “What made you pick this time in history?” or just, “What about that ending, 
eh?”  

Well, now you can do it all—at the Copperfield’s/Redwood Writers Spotlight, held on the last Thursday 
of the month from January through June 2016, 6-7 p.m. at the Montgomery Village Copperfield’s Store. 
Author appearance dates will be announced.  

Please join us to support our very own Redwood Writers. 
 

January-June 2016 Copperfield’s/Redwood Writer Spotlights 
 

 
 

Something in Stone, by Linda Loveland Reid; In Dillon Beach, California, five dynamic, funny, and 
amazing women spend a weekend wrangling over their foibles about sex, jobs, politics, and love, while 
being confronted with the overriding mystery surrounding the death of one of them thirty-five years ago. 
The Marvelous Journals of Miss Virginia Pettingill, by Gil Mansergh; Set in the fishing town of 
Gloucester, Massachusetts during the 1921-1922 school year, this book features the private writings of a 
precocious seventh grader who has the ability of Sight, which she must keep secret from almost everyone. 
Encouraged by her parents, she writes about her life, her town, her times, and the things she "sees." 
San Francisco, by Marian Lindner; San Francisco delivers a steamy look at romance, friendship, and 
politics, set against the 1906 earthquake and fire. Torn between two men, a socialite struggles to survive the 
disaster, only to be betrayed by one of them. Facing corruption, heartbreak, love, and loss, the quake changes 
all their lives forever. 
Hardpan, by Marilyn Lanier; Set in Clark, Wyoming in the mid-1950s, Hardpan tells the story of a young 
ranch family caught in the vagaries of the changing American West after World War II. After returning from 
the war to manage the family ranch in eastern Oregon, Kurt Glover confronts familial challenges to his new 
role. His decision to relocate his family to a remote cattle ranch in Wyoming introduces risks to his young 
family that he had never imagined.  
(Continued on next page) 
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Redwood Writers Spotlight (continued) 

 
The Train to Concordia, by Marilyn Campbell; It is 1892 in Homestead, Pennsylvania. A steel strike, an 
injury, and death by a train accident leave Charley and Jennie O'Brien orphaned and homeless. This is a 
coming-of-age story about Charley, as he and his sister ride the orphan train to a foster home in Kansas. 
They, along with their friend, Christina, experience unimaginable hardships in their new homes. 
Intent to Hold, by Thonie Hevron; In this contemporary thriller, Sonoma County Sheriff’s Detectives Nick 
Reyes and Meredith Ryan travel to Mexico to rescue his kidnapped brother-in-law. Along the way, they 
battle corrupt cops, natural disasters, and even family to save his wife's brother. A fast-paced read that will 
have you on the edge of your seat. 
 

 
 

THE GRAMMAR BOUTIQUE 
 
Do you use onomatopoeia when you write? You probably do without 

even being aware of it. So what is onomatopoeia? Onomatopoeia (a Greek 
word which translates to “word making”) is the formation of words that 
sound like what they mean. Like moo. Like thud. Like meow. 

Writers use onomatopoeia to bring vividness to their sentences. It’s an 
excellent way to describe things that would otherwise be more of a chore 
to explain. 

For example, read the following sentence:  
The long strips of bacon cooked. 
Compare with this: 
The long strips of bacon sizzled. 
See the difference? Read them aloud. Pay attention to the way the 

words themselves sound. The first sentence is fine, but a bit bland. The 
word “sizzle” in the second sentence brings the reader right to the bacon, 
the action of cooking, and the sound the action makes.  

So the next time your character wants to jump in a lake—splash—or he hears the cow moo, or he buys a 
cuckoo clock for his wife, throw in some onomatopoeia 
and bring your writing to life. 

 
Robbi Sommers Bryant   
Award-winning author 
Editor 
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What We’re Writing 

 
Taking on the pace-challenge of NaNoWriMo, I’m writing about my family. We moved about every five 
years due to my dad’s job changes and transfers. But I’m imagining what choices my parents would have 
made to stay put, and how life would have been different. Writing in stages, it's about what happens if we 
had stayed in New Jersey, or if we had moved on to PA and remained there, etc. — Lynn Millar 
 
I’m currently writing my memoir (title undecided) — Born unwanted at China’s bottom-pit society of the 
obscure masses of peasantry, I survived the female infanticidal culture, both as a child and as a young 
mother shielding my own baby daughter. It tells of my numerous escapes from death. It shares how I lived 
through the world’s worst manmade famine, diseases, family neglect and abuse, and the disruption of the 
Cultural Revolution. And, despite all, it reveals how I became a top-rated high school English teacher to 
finally complete my journey to America. — Jing Lee 
 
In addition to articles I regularly publish, I am finishing my third book manuscript for publication. It 
overviews the work I do through TEALarbor stories, in which I support deep storytelling processes via 
written, creative, and nature-based practices. The book offers writers effective ways to engage the 
inner/outer landscape that help dissolve barriers and deepen one’s experience, and thus enhances expression, 
of being part of something more sustaining than our solitary experience of writing often allows. — Jennifer 
J. Wilhoit 
 
By the time this newsletter is printed, I will have finished my NaNoWriMo project, Loving the Wind. 
Written as Peter Pan fan fiction, the story is from Tiger Lily’s POV, and shares her adventures with Peter 
before Wendy entered the picture. To challenge myself even further, I live-wrote this story by posting each 
chapter on Wattpad as it was written. Find out more about it and read the rough draft version of this story for 
free (for a limited time) at crissilangwell.com/tigerlily. — Crissi Langwell 
 
 
 

http://crissilangwell.com/tigerlily/
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Eleven Reasons Why Books Make Great Gifts 

by Arlene Miller 
 
The holidays are upon us, and once again you are stumped. What 

do you get someone who apparently has everything, or at least has the 
money to buy everything? What do you buy someone you don’t know 
so well? Books, that’s what! Why? Here are some great reasons: 

1. Books are easy to get. You can purchase them in a store or 
online (or at a Redwood Writers meeting!), and you can have 
them delivered anywhere. You can even mail them book 
rate and save some money. 

2. Books are easy to wrap! No weird shapes! That helps people 
who wrap the way I do! They also fit nicely in gift bags. 

3. Books come with a huge variety of prices, from the very 
inexpensive on up. 

4. You can buy books for any age recipient—from an infant to a 
senior—and you can generally tell, or find out, the ages the book was intended for. 

5. You can buy books for any gender. 
6. Everyone is interested in something, and there is always a book 

for that “something.” If you don’t know what that something is, 
there are always bestsellers that interest almost everyone. 

7. Books keep on giving. If you like a book, you can then share it 
with someone else, who can then share it with someone else. 
Then, you can donate it. 

8. Books are entertaining. Books can take you into a new world—
if even for just a little while. 

9. Books are very portable. Especially e-books. They travel well 
and fill time well. 

10. Books are educational. 
11. Oh, I almost forgot #11! You can make a really nice Christmas 

tree out of books! 
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Member FAQs, part 2 

By Jan Rowley 
 
(To see part 1, read November’s newsletter at redwoodwriters.org/2015-redwood-writer) 
 
What is the New Member Orientation, and can I attend? 
The New Member Orientation meetings are held periodically throughout 
the year.  Invitations are sent via email to new members in advance of the 
meeting date.  The dates are also listed on the club calendar on the website 
(www.redwoodwriters.org). Any current member is welcome to contact the 
Membership Chair to receive an invitation.  The location rotates among the 
homes of involved Board members.  The address is provided to those who 
RSVP. 
Topics covered:  MRMS, e-Share Redwood, contests, open mics, 
anthologies, Author Support Group, critique groups, and any other 
information attendees wish to discuss regarding Redwood Writers. 
 
How do I find out what the RW monthly meeting programs will be? 
Visit www.redwoodwriters.org.  In fact, please visit the website often.  Redwood Writers has a wonderful 
webmaster named Joelle Burnette, and she adds information almost daily.  So, again, visit the website often 
and don’t miss out on any of the incredible benefits of membership! 
 
I don’t use a computer regularly; can’t I get club information mailed to me? 
I just have to be blunt here:  Nope, you can’t.  There was a time when Redwood Writers was a small-enough 
organization to have the benefit of providing many personalized services to its members.  The exciting 
growth this club has experienced in the last few years has greatly benefitted members, but it has also 
required trade-offs.  Members (averaging 275 – 300 in number) are able to draw from the vast experiences of 
fellow authors, editors, publishers and media professionals, from the increased workshops and contests, the 
every-other-year conference, and the relevant monthly programs. RW also asks so much more of its Board 
of Directors and committee chairs.  You may have noticed frequent solicitation for volunteers to assist in a 
vast number of activities.  This is so each member has an opportunity to benefit greatly from membership.  
So, add your name to e-Share Redwood (formerly Yahoo Group listserv), check the website regularly, visit 
our Facebook page and the new Pinterest page (Thank you, Joelle!), and come join the excitement at the 
monthly meetings.  You won’t be sorry, we promise. 
 
What is Express Membership? 
Keep this information in mind when it is time to renew your membership for the 2016-2017 fiscal year (July 
1, 2016 – June 30, 2017).  Renewal opens May 1 and ends July 31. 
Express Membership allows the member to pay the monthly meeting fees for the entire year in advance.  
The benefits to the member are:  

1) Saves time because that member will not have to stop at the registration desk to check in and pay the 
fee each month.   

2) The Express Member receives 2 free meetings during the year (based on the regular charge of $5 per 
meeting, and there are 12 meetings).   

Just remember that the Express Membership fee of $50 is in addition to the annual renewal fees or new 
member fees. 
 

http://redwoodwriters.org/2015-redwood-writer/
http://www.redwoodwriters.org/
http://www.redwoodwriters.org/
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/redwoodbranchmembers/info
http://redwoodwriters.org/
https://www.facebook.com/RedwoodWriters/
https://www.pinterest.com/redwoodwriters/
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Do you keep an author/writer blog? Would you like to invite more readers to visit your blog? We’re trying 
out a new feature in the Redwood Writers newsletter that puts a spotlight on member blogs, but we need 
your help. If you’ve written or read a blog entry that you want to share with other members, send in a 
synopsis or excerpt from the entry to editor@redwoodwriters.org. Blog submissions are not guaranteed. 
Entries do not have to be about writing, but should be a part of an author/writer blog and written by a 
Redwood Writers member. Please keep submissions around 75 words. 

 

 
 

“Aspen,” by Joanell Serra: I am susceptible to bouts of periodic hope, despite the way the world presents 
itself in the news, and despite my sleepless nights thinking about global warming. Hope is pervasive, 
invasive even. It has a way of pushing through, like shoots of grass between the cracks in the sidewalk. 
Aspen, where I am spending the week, seems to brew optimism, along with the cannabis shops and 
breweries, the art galleries, bear statues, and wandering musicians…. Read more at joanellwrites.com. 
 
Teal Arbor Stories, by Jennifer Wilhoit: My blog focuses on the “inner/outer landscape.” Recent posts 
may be of interest to those passionate about the aesthetics of nature and life transitions. Visit 
tealarborstories.blogspot.com and see the entries from Oct 30 (“We start by noticing those small, local shifts 
– by remembering to look up and down, sideways, widely left to right … – moving closer for a better look”) 
and Nov 6 (“Stability is not unlike gratitude: neither are conditional, by their very definitions”).  
 

mailto:editor@redwoodwriters.org
http://joanellwrites.com/
http://tealarborstories.blogspot.com/
http://tealarborstories.blogspot.com/2015/10/hundreds-of-natural-artworks.html
http://tealarborstories.blogspot.com/2015/11/windstorm-of-gratitude.html
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My book, Woman Wandering, published this month with Lovejoy Press. This book is 
a collection of fifty poems, spanning forty years of poetic impressions.  It is a memoir 
in poetry, chronicling my life as a woman and an artist, my delights and displeasures, 
and my elder wisdom as I walk toward the Tree of Life.  You can learn more about 
this book of poetry at my website, elderwrites.blogspot.com, or by listening to me read 
aloud at this month’s Open Mic at Gaia’s Garden on Nov. 28. — Nina Tepedino 

 
 
I am delighted to report that my story, "Flynn," was accepted in the Fall 2015 issue of the 
MacGuffin Review, a publication of Schoolcraft College in Livonia, Michigan. This is a 
prestigious review. — Susanna Solomon 
 
 
 
 

Kay Mehl Miller and I attended the Marin Senior Information Fair on October 
21, 2015. The fair, in its fifteenth year, attracts upwards of 5,000 attendees. It 
was a long but rewarding day, and we met many interesting people. And let 
the drums roll: we both sold a number of books. — Waights Taylor 
 

I am pleased to announce publication of two of my novels. 
Fear Runner, a thriller, is available in eBook and trade paperback format. Readers have 
given positive comments on the creative, and unusual, action scenes of this fast-paced 
novel. Death Mountain was published by Black Horse Westerns in London. The format is 
a small hardcover, which will be sold primarily to libraries throughout Great Britain. — 
Dale Brandon 
 

 
Fifty Shades of Grammar: Scintillating and Saucy Sentences, Syntax, and Semantics 
from The Grammar Diva will be available in December—in time for holiday buying! 
The book, by Arlene Miller - The Grammar Diva, is a compilation of blog posts from 
The Grammar Diva blog, which began in early 2013. Included are sections on grammar, 
punctuation, holidays, interesting words, quizzes, and more. — Arlene Miller 
 

 
 
I am very pleased to announce that an independent publisher in the UK has accepted my 
manuscript for publication.  Wafting in Tunnels is a collection of poems.  The projected 
release time is fall 2016. — Teresa Henry 
 

http://elderwrites.blogspot.com/
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REDWOOD WRITERS  
HOLIDAY SALON 

 

 
 

“Making Spirits Bright — Stories of 
Inspiration and Celebration!” 

 
DECEMBER 11, FRIDAY EVENING 
FROM 6:30 - 9:30, IN SANTA ROSA. 
 
All members are welcome! 
Bring your stories and poems to share. 
Readings are five minutes, or less. 
 
RSVP: registration, readings, directions, and 
our convivial potluck dinner. 
Contact: Sher Gamard   gmard@redshift.com 
 
 

 

DINE WITH LOCAL AUTHORS 
 

 
It’s History in Motion! 

True stories about life in every decade of a 
century. 

Come hear about chasing horse-drawn fire 
engines in New York City, riding to school on 
horseback in Montana in the 1930s, going to 
Woodstock at 12, and more stories, read by a 
few of the women featured in the first book in 

the new 100 Years in the Life series. 
(100yearsinthelife.com) 

 
Monday, Dec. 14 from 6-8 p.m. 

Gaia's Garden, 1899 Mendocino Ave.,  
Santa Rosa 

 
For reservations: info@jeaneslone.com or 

544-2491 minimum $5.00 food purchase 
 

HOLIDAY FUN AT THE REDWOOD WRITERS GENERAL MEETING 
 
To help us get into the spirit of the holiday festivities: 
 
• Members are invited to bring special holiday-themed goodies, such as decorated cookies or 

holiday quick breads, to put out on the snack table. Only finger foods, please. 
 
• If any RW members are crafters, you’re invited to bring your crafts to sell at tables set up at the 

back of the Empire Room. You will be able to sell your wares from 2-2:30 p.m., during the 15-
minute break, and briefly at the close of the meeting. Please bring necessary change. Crafters 
may set up between 1:30-2 p.m. Please contact Sandy Baker to reserve your space. 

 
• RW authors will still be able to offer their books for sale at the usual tables in the Empire Room. 
 
Anyone with questions can email Sandy Baker at sandybaker131@gmail.com. 
 

mailto:gmard@redshift.com
http://100yearsinthelife.com/
mailto:info@jeaneslone.com
mailto:sandybaker131@gmail.com
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Author Support Group 
 

Join us to chat about your writing life, listen to others, and share resources and ideas. We meet in the 
Empire Room at the Flamingo Hotel every month at 1:00 p.m. before the general meeting. Cost is $5 for 
members and $10 for non-members, and includes admission into the general meeting. The goal of these 
meetings is to further our craft. Topics include:  

 

• Process - more time, organization, methods, rejection 
• Publishing - traditional, e-publishing, self-publishing 
• Research - web, magazines, books, personal contacts  
• Genre - memoir, non-fiction, mystery, romance, science fiction and whatever you can suggest 
• Critique groups - this is the place to come if you are interested in forming or participating in 

new or existing groups. 

Facilitator Chair: Deborah Taylor-French writes a monthly column for The Sonoma 
County Gazette. She has published in The North Bay Business Journal, Changing Hurt 
to Hope 2011, and video scripts for Sonoma County Regional Parks. Her memoirs 
appear in five Redwood Writers' Vintage Voices. Deborah blogs about animal welfare 
and advocates for dog adoption at www.dogleadermysteries.com. Deborah Taylor-
French may be contacted at dtfwriter@gmail.com. For time-sensitive issues, Deborah 
prefers you contact her by Google Voice: (707) 536-1049. 

 
 
 

The Redwood Writer now accepts ads for the newsletter. Business card size (2 by 3 ½) ads cost 
$25 and double size (4 x 7) ads cost $50. If you would like to place an ad, please submit both ad and 
payment via this online form: redwoodwriters.org/advertising-in-redwood-writer. You can read the 
complete ad guidelines at the same link.   

Any ads not of interest to writers or writing-related will be rejected and your money returned. Ads 
are placed on a first come, first served basis only. Any ads submitted after the 15th of the month will 
be saved for the next newsletter. 

 

eScrip is a fundraising program to earn money for Redwood Writers. Members register their 
credit/debit, or ATM cards and Redwood Writers will receive 1% to 5% of everything purchased at 
merchants such as Oliver’s, Sonoma Market, Glen Ellen Village Market, Petaluma Market, and 
selected restaurants. 
There is no cost to you! Once you are signed up and you shop at one of the merchants listed in the 
eScrip program, the donation to Redwood Writers is automatic. 
How to sign up? Read on... 
Another fantastic feature of this program is the ONLINE MALL. Redwood Writers will earn 2-6% of 
your purchases at places like Amazon, Expedia, Target, Apple Store, Barnes&Noble, Bed, Bath & 
Beyond, Best Buy, Apple, Macy’s, JC Penney, Sears, Best Buy, Barnes and Noble, Petco, Petsmart, 
and over 800 other merchants, including travel sites! With this feature you do not have to sign up or be 
a registered eScrip shopper. 

• Simply go to our website: www.redwoodwriters.org 
• Scroll down a bit, and click the icon on the left that reads: "eScrip.” 

 It’s easy to earn for Redwood Writers!  
Any questions or need help signing up? E-mail: pdfender@yahoo.com  
Pamela Fender, eScrip Fundraising Coordinator 
 

http://www.dogleadermysteries.com/
mailto:dtfwriter@gmail.com
http://redwoodwriters.org/advertising-in-redwood-writer
http://www.redwoodwriters.org/
mailto:pdfender@yahoo.com
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EDITOR’S CORNER  
By Crissi Langwell 

 

 
As we close out another wonderful year in 

Redwood Writers, I want to address something very 
real that most writers experience—the feelings of 
failure and defeat from going largely unnoticed.  

Your book isn’t selling. Your reviews are lacking. 
You use social media to connect with readers, only to 
hear crickets if you dare to mention your book.  

This is a tough business we’ve taken on. We share 
the stage with many other voices, and our audience is 
easily distracted. It’s difficult to stay motivated when 
we’ve poured our soul into a work of art, only to have 
it overlooked by the masses.  

I have two anecdotes to heal you from the 
poisonous feelings of defeat and failure. 

First, it’s important for you to remember the 
magnificence of what you are doing. If you let a jaded 
definition of success detract from the pure brilliance of 
your creation, you are harming your art. You are 
letting outside forces dictate how wonderful your 
creation is, and that’s simply not fair to your writing. 
Success is a fickle acquaintance, and its greatness 
depends on your perception of it. If you define success 
only by your sales graph, you may never feel satisfied 
by your craft. 

Second, you will have more impact reaching a 
small amount of people on a more personal level than 
you will by reaching a broad amount of people as fast 
as possible.  

Think of it like starting a fire. If you use small 
kindling and nurture the spark, it will gradually grow 
into a bonfire. But if you strive for a hot, fast flame, it 
will burn out just as fast.  

If you try to reach thousands with your book right 
away, you may gain quick traction. You may also be 
forgotten after the book is read. But if you reach out to 
local book clubs or meet readers through open mics, 
you will leave a lasting impression and gain readers for 
life. A perfect example of this was printed in the Press 
Democrat recently, when a book club stated that the 
highlight of their year was meeting Redwood Writers 
member, Amanda McTigue, and reading her book.  

You are not a failure if your writing is unnoticed by 
the masses. The fact that you are writing anything at 
all is amazing. How many people wish they could be a 
writer? How many times did you wish you could be a 
writer before you just dove in?  

Remember why you love this art form, and never 
let outside forces dictate your definition of 
achievement. If you are writing, you are a success. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Redwood Writer 
P.O. Box 4687 

Santa Rosa, CA 95402 
 

The deadline for newsletter content is the 15th of 
each month. Please email submissions to Crissi 
Langwell at editor@redwoodwriters.org. 
The deadline for poetry is the 10th of each month. 
Please email poetry submissions to Juanita Martin at 
freelance@jmartinpoetwriter.com. 
 

Submission Guidelines 
 
Breaking News is for members to share writing-
related accomplishments only. Please write your 
news in first person in 75 words or less. All pieces 
over this limit will be edited down. Please include a 
picture.  
Article submissions should be around 500 words, but 
we are flexible. Please check your spelling and 
grammar prior to submission.  
Announcements for the newsletter must be writing-
related. Please note we no longer publish members’ 
private fee-based events. We also do not have the 
room to publish announcements for members’ 
parties. Please include your picture and details about 
your writing class or event.  

Redwood Writers  
General Membership Meetings 

General membership meetings are held the second 
Sunday of each month from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. at the 
Flamingo Hotel, 2777 4th Street, Santa Rosa, CA. 
Registration starts at 2 p.m.  
Redwood Writers is a branch of the California 
Writers Club.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chief Editor: Crissi Langwell  
Acquisitions Editor: Juanita Martin   
Spotlight Editor: Robert Digitale  
Copyeditor:  Marie Millard   
Copyeditor:          Belinda Riehl   
Copyeditor:           Elspeth Benton  
Copyeditor:           Teresa Hennessy 

 

http://www.pressdemocrat.com/entertainment/4752346-181/teachers-book-club-moved-by
http://www.pressdemocrat.com/entertainment/4752346-181/teachers-book-club-moved-by
http://www.pressdemocrat.com/entertainment/4752346-181/teachers-book-club-moved-by
mailto:editor@redwoodwriters.org
mailto:freelance@jmartinpoetwriter.com

